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ABSTRACT: 

The Session Hijacking attack compromises the session token by stealing or predicting a valid session token to gain 

unauthorized access to the Web Server. Session hijacking is nothing but attacker uses a sniffer to capture a valid token 

session called “Session ID”, then he uses the valid token session to gain unauthorized access to the Web Site. Preventing 

this type of session hijacking using MAGIC Cookie. To prevent session hijacking, a special technique is proposed under 

which, using magic Cookie with MAC Address to prevent this Session hijacking attack. Magic cookie is not like a normal 

cookie which gets the MAC address of the machine and it convert the MAC address into some encrypted format and with 

enables the session cookie. 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 

 

Session hijacking refers to the exploitation of a valid 

computer session—sometimes also called a session key—

to gain unauthorized access to information or services in a 

computer system. In particular, it is used to refer to the 

theft of a magic cookie used to authenticate a user to a 
remote server. It has particular relevance to web 

developers, as the HTTP cookies used to maintain a 

session on many web sites can be easily stolen by an 

attacker using an intermediary computer or with access to 

the saved cookies on the victim’s computer. If an attacker 

is able to steal the session cookie, he can pretend to be the 

same user, or hijack the session during its lifetime. An 

attacker can therefore send requests (or issue transactions) 

in the name of the user until either the session times out 

or the user manually terminates the session by clicking 

some logout button. Airlock mitigates this threat by using 
a separate session cookie for HTTPS requests, using SSL 

to transport the token, clearing the token when the session 

ends, and causing the token to expire after a period of 

client inactivity. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

1.1 TYPES OF SESSION HIJACKING 

1.Active Session Hijacking 

2.Passive Session Hijacking 

 

1.1.1 ACTIVE SESSION HIJACKING 

 

Active Session Hijacking means that original user has 

logged in his account or profile and then attacker steal the 
cookies to hijack the active session and then disconnect 

the original user from the server. Why we call it active 

session hijacking because attackers need to interact and 

need some actions to be performed by the victim to steal 

the session successfully which can raise the suspicion 

level. 

 

1.1.2 PASSIVE SESSION HIJACKING: 

 

In passive session hijacking attackers does not hijack 

active session instead they capture the login credentials 
while the original user is trying to establish a new 

connection with the server, and attacker is sitting silently 

on the same network and recording the login credentials. 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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Session cookies allow users to be recognized within a 

website so any page changes or item or data selection you 

do is remembered from page to page. The most common 

example of this functionality is the shopping cart feature 

of any e-commerce site. When you visit one page of a 

catalog and select some items, the session cookie 
remembers your selection so your shopping cart will have 

the items you selected when you are ready to check out. 

Without session cookies, if you click CHECKOUT, the 

new page does not recognize your past activities on prior 

pages and your shopping cart will always be empty. 

 

Without cookies, websites and their servers have no 

memory. A cookie, like a key, enables swift passage from 

one place to the next. Without a cookie every time you 

open a new web page the server where that page is stored 

will treat you like a completely new visitor. To meet this, 

have to go for magic cookies. A magic cookie, or just 
cookie for short, is a token or short packet of data passed 

between communicating programs, where the data is 

typically not meaningful to the recipient program. The 

contents are opaque and not usually interpreted until the 

recipient passes the cookie data back to the sender. To 

prevent session hijacking, a special technique is proposed 

under which, using magic Cookie to prevent this Session 

hijacking attack. Magic cookie is not like a normal cookie 

which gets the MAC address of the machine and it 

convert the MAC address into some encrypted format and 

with enables the session cookie.  Any attacker or intruder 
may steal the cookie/session as like normally but in this 

case even when attacker steal the cookie/session he/she 

not able to access the webpage without user credential. 

 

2.1 Proposed System Advantage: 

 

1.Using a MAGIC cookie will prevent this session 

hijacking attack by encrypting the Cookie with MAC 

address so that attacker cannot any type of session 

hijacking  

2.This cookie/Session will be changing frequently so that 

attacker will not all be guess Session details even this can 
prevent Session brute forcing attack also. 

 

2.3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 

 

 
 

3. PREVENTION MODULES 

 

1. Cookie Management 

2. Magic cookie  

3. Idle Timeout 

3.1 Module Description: 

3.1.1 Cookie Management:- 
 

Where the attacker uses packet sniffing to read network 

traffic between two parties to steal the session cookie. 

Many web sites use SSL encryption for login pages to 

prevent attackers from seeing the password, but do not 

use encryption for the rest of the site once authenticated. 

This allows attackers that can read the network traffic to 

intercept all the data that is submitted to the server or web 

pages viewed by the client. Since this data includes the 

session cookie, it allows him to impersonate the victim, 

even if the password itself is not compromised. 

Unsecured Wi-Fi hotspots are particularly vulnerable, as 
anyone sharing the network will generally be able to read 

most of the web traffic between other nodes and the 

access point. 

 

3.1.2 Magic cookie: 

 

A magic cookie, or just cookie for short, is a token or 

short packet of data passed between communicating 

programs, where the data is typically not meaningful to 

the  frecipient program. The contents are opaque and not 

usually interpreted until the recipient passes the cookie 
data back to the sender or perhaps another program at a 

later time. The cookie is often used like a ticket – to 

identify a particular event or transaction 

 

3.1.3 Idle Timeout:- 

 

The other type of session attack is session fixation. Here, 

instead of stealing/hijacking the victim’s session, the 

attacker fixes the user’s session ID before the user even 

logs into the target server (that is, before authentication), 

thereby eliminating the need to obtain the user’s session 

ID afterwards. Before going into detail of session fixation 
attacks, we must classify two types of sessions managed 

on Web servers: 

1. Permissive sessions allow the client’s browser to 

propose any session ID, and create a new session with 

that ID if one does not exist. After that, the server 

continues to authenticate the client with the given ID. 

2.Strict sessions allow only server-side-generated session 

ID values. 

A successful session fixation attack is generally carried 

out in three phases: 

1.Phase I or session set-up: In this phase, the attackers set 
up a legitimate session with the Web application, and 

obtain their session ID. However, in some cases the 

established trap session needs to be maintained (kept 
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alive) by repeatedly sending requests referencing it, to 

avoid idle session time-out. 

2.Phase II or fixation phase: Here, attackers need to 

introduce their session ID to the victim’s browser, thereby 

fixing the session. 

3.Phase III or entrance phase: Finally, the attacker waits 
until the victim logs into the Web server, using the 

previous session ID.  

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

 

User login to the web page by using the username and 

password to the system. It is shown in figure below 

 

 
 

Fig4.1. User login 

 

Once entered the request from the client to server , the 

system MAC id is automatically gets from the client 

request system. Then it stored and the server provide the 

access permission for open profile . 

 

 
 

Fig4.2.Admin side information 

 

After the user login to open web page for  authentication 

to view the profile information’s. 

 

 
 

Fig4.3.login to web page 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The session to be safe by using the magic cookie, it is not 

hacked by any other unauthorized persons.  So the web 

login information’s are protected and avoid the illegal 

activities from the hacker in a web page.  To use the 

MAC id of the system for generate the magic cookie to 

client server activities and provide security to the web 
page. 

6. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

To prevent session hijacking attack against attacker by 

implementing the software like RSA ID generator that 

helps communication between server and client machine 

will be safe attacker not able to perform any sort of 

attack. 
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